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ABSTRACT
Power converter is an important electronic component that has been applied to most of
the electronic systems operated in our daily life. Design of high-quality power converter is
extremely important to assure efficient performance of these systems. Owing to this demand,
researches on improving the analysis method for the small scale power converters have been
conducted to achieve a high accuracy of the analysis result. Currently, one of the most popular
mathematical methods to be practiced to perform analysis on these electronic components is
called state space model algorithm, which is also an easily programmable algorithm that can be
conducted by a digital computer. A lot of advanced analysis method is developed based on the
state space model analysis result of the power converter circuits. However, the analysis process
performed by human is time consuming when the power converter circuit becomes extremely
complex, even with some professional computer program, like MATLAB. In addition, study of state
space model theory will also be a pain for design engineers which they don’t necessary need to
know.
The idea of this research project comes from the motivation to save the time to generate a
state space model for power converter circuits and improve the efficiency of the analysis process.
With the help of a developed framework in C++ program, it is applicable to design a software
program that implements the state space model algorithm on a power converter circuit controlled
by a control system. Users will only need to enter an input file that describes the circuit system
they want to perform analysis on, and the software will give the expected result within a short
time. Additionally, this research project will provide a symbolic format solution instead of
numerical result to give a more general and easy-understanding solution for users.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Power converters are critical components of most electronic systems, including
information technology systems, industrial automation systems, and electric vehicle propulsion
systems. Due to ever-present demand for these systems to be smaller, more efficient, and less
costly, power converter design remains an active area of research. More specifically,
conventional design methods rely on small signal models of the converter dynamics obtained
through various averaging techniques [1][2], but the assumptions underlying these averaging
techniques are becoming tenuous as the size of components becomes smaller.
Power converter design methods based on so-called generalized state-space models
(GSSM) offer promising alternatives to conventional methods relying on small signal models, but
these methods often require complex computer codes and significant effort to define the GSSM
for a specific converter. For example, Kriventsov derived a method for stability assessment of
power converters by applying Floquet theory to GSSMs with piecewise constant inputs [3].
Implementing that method involved writing approximately 2000 lines of fairly sophisticated
MATLAB

code. Applying the method to a new converter requires additional effort on the part of a

design engineer or researcher to define a GSSM that may be several hundred lines of MATLAB
code. That level of effort simply to define the GSSM of a converter presents a significant barrier
to the acceptance of new GSSM methods by design engineers.
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The main objective of this research is to design and implement software for an
engineering design tool to facilitate generalized state-space modeling of power converters. The
input to this software is a so-called netlist description of the power converter that includes
information about the specifications and interconnection of circuit elements and control blocks
for the converter. The output is a GSSM that is comprised of the following:
1. A set of continuous-time linear time-invariant state-space models (LTI models). Each
LTI model corresponds to a particular circuit topology defined by the conduction states
of the switches.
2. A set of switching surface functions and maps each of which defines the transition from
one LTI model to another.
Details regarding the mathematical form of a GSSM and algorithms for generating one for a
power converter are presented in Chapter 2.
An important and unusual feature of the software is that the GSSM that it produces is in
symbolic, as opposed to numeric, form. This will allow the GSSM to be used with symbolic
analysis methods. It also allows for simple parameterization and re-parameterization of the
model when used with numerical analysis methods.
The implementation of the software is based on a previously developed C++ framework:
Interconnected System Modeling Framework (ISMF). Details regarding the design and
implementation of the software are present in Chapter 3.

1.2 Summary of Contributions
The main accomplishments of this research project are the design and implementation of
software modules for generating symbolic matrices for the following:


LTI models of a switched RLCM network.
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LTI model of a control system.



Switching surface functions for a combined RLCM network and control system.

1.3 Organization
The remainder of this thesis is organized in four chapters. In Chapter 2, the mathematical
form of a generalized state space model is presented along with the algorithms for generating
such a model for a switched network. Chapter 3 introduces the software design process within
the C++ framework. Chapter 4 provides a group of test cases that were developed during the
course of the project. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and provides some suggestions for future
work.
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Chapter 2
Mathematical Theory
The algorithm used to generate a generalized state-space model (GSSM) for a power
converter is based on state space modeling of RLCM networks, which are networks comprised of
resistors, inductors, capacitors, mutual inductances. State space modeling of RLCM networks is
based, in turn, on graph theory. In this chapter, the form of a GSSM is presented along with
aspects of graph theory and state space modeling of RLCM networks that are required to generate
a GSSM.

2.1 Generalized State Space Model of a Switched Network
A GSSM is comprised of a set of linear time-invariant state space models (LTI models)
along with a set of switching surface functions and maps for transitions between the respective
LTI models [3][4]. Each LTI model and switching surface function corresponds to a particular
circuit topology defined by the conduction states of the switches. Thus, the mathematical form of
a GSSM is

xm  Amxm  Bmu

(2-1)

y  Cmxm  Dmu

(2-2)

σ m  σ xmxm  σumu   dm d   cm

(2-3)

xn  R nm xm

(2-4)

where m  [1, 2,
and n  [1, 2,

, M ] is the index of a particular topology, M is the total number of topologies,
, M ] is the index of the next topology[5,6,7].
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Equation 2-1 is referred to as the state equation. It relates the rate of change of the state
variable x to the present value of the state variable xm and the present value of the input variable
u. In general, xm and u are vectors. Each element of xm is a capacitor voltage, an inductor
current, or an integrator state. The particular capacitor voltages and inductor currents to be
included in xm for a given topology m are determined using graph theory as described in
Section 2.3. Each element of u corresponds to an independent voltage source, an independent
current source, or an input signal. The matrices Am and Bm for a given topology are determined
through state space modeling of the RLCM network as described in Section 2.4 and state space
modeling of the control system as described in Section 2.5.
Equation 2-2 is referred to as the output equation. It relates the output variable y to the
state and input variables. In general, y is a vector. Each element of y represents a voltage,
current, or signal of interest. Like Am and Bm, matrices Cm and Dm are determined through state
space modeling of the RLCM network and control system.
Equation 2-3 is referred to as a switching surface function. When this function is
evaluated, each element of the resulting σm can be thought of as a signed distance from a surface
in the state space. This distance depends on the instantaneous duty cycle d or normalized time

d

t
Ts

(2-5)

where Ts is the switching period of the converter. A positive distance indicates that the system is
to remain in the present topology m. A zero or negative distance indicates that the system is to
switch from present topology m to a new topology n. The R map in (2-4) is used to transition the
state variable from topology m to topology n.
Generalized state space models provide a concise mathematical representation for
switched RLCM networks that is can be used to determine the transient or periodic steady-state
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response of the network. The process of deriving the GSSM for a particular converter is
straightforward but tedious, making it a good candidate for automation in an engineering design
tool. The process can be described by the following algorithm
1. Enumerate the topologies. There is one topology for each combination of switch
conduction states, so the total number is M = 2N where N is the number of switches.
2. For each topology m  [1, 2,

, M]:

a. Determine the LTI model matrices Am, Bm, Cm and Dm for that particular
RLCM network.
b. Determine the switching surface matrices σx, σu, σd, and σc by identifiying
each condition for which this topology is to be exited.
c. Determine the state variable transition map associated with each switching
surface.

2.2 Power Converter Example
A dc-to-dc buck converter with direct user control of duty cycle will be used to illustrate
generalized state space modeling of a power converter. The same converter will be used
subsequently as a test case for the software. A circuit schematic diagram for the converter is
shown in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2- 1 Circuit of a dc-to-dc buck converter with direct user control of duty cycle

The system as two inputs: the independent voltage source v1 and the reference duty cycle
D*. Thus, the vector for the input variable is

v 
u   1* 
D 

(2-6)

The capacitor voltage and inductor current are both of interest. Thus, the vector for the output
variable is

v 
y   C
 iL 

(2-7)

As there is one switch and one diode in the network, there are four topologies. For
Topology 1, the switch is off and the diode is off. Consequently, the inductor current is
identically zero and not a state variable. This particular topology corresponds to the third and
final part of a switching period when the converter is operating in the so-called discontinuous
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conduction mode. As a result, there is a single switching surface that depends on d but not on x
or u.

x1  vC 
 1 
A1   

 RC 

B1  0 0
1 
C1   
0 
0 0 
D1  

0 0 

σ x1  0
σu1  0 0
σ d 1   1
σ c1  1
1 
R 31   
0
For Topology 2, the switch is off and the diode is on. This particular topology
corresponds to second and final part of the switching period when the converter is operating in
the continuous conduction mode and to the second part of the switching period when the
converter is operating in the discontinuous conduction mode. Thus, there are two switching
surfaces.

v 
x2   C 
 iL 
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 1
  RC
A2  
 1
 L

1
C

0


0 0 
B2  

0 0 
1 0 
C2  

0 1 
0 0 
D2  

0 0 
0 0
σ x2  

0 1 
0 0
σu 2  

0 0
 1
σd 2   
0
1 
σc2   
0 
1 0 
R 32  
 , R12  1 0
0 1 
For Topology 3, the switch is on and the diode is off. This particular topology
corresponds to the first part of the switching period.

v 
x3   C 
 iL 
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 1
  RC
A3  
 1
 L
0
B3   1

L

1
C

0


0

0


1 0 
C3  

0 1 
0 0 
D3  

0 0 

σ x 3   0 0
σu 3  0 1
σ d 2   1
σ c 3   0
1 0 
R 23  

0 1 
For Topology 4, the switch is on and the diode is on. This is a degenerate topology, as
the independent voltage source is short circuited by the switch and diode. Consequently, the state
vector and all matrices are regarded as null.
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2.3 Graph Theory for Electrical Network Analysis
Graph theory provides a systematic approach to modeling the topology or structure of an
electrical network. Fundamentally, a graph is a mathematical structure comprised of two related
sets:



A finite, nonempty node set N.
A possibly empty edge set E comprised of node pairs.

A graph can also be represented by a diagram and by various matrices. Diagrams facilitate
visualization; matrices are useful for computer models. In a diagram, a node is represented as a
point, and an edge is represented as a line connecting two different nodes. An example of the
conversion from a circuit schematic to a graph is shown in Figure 2-2.

Figure 2- 2 Example of representing an electrical network as a graph

A brief introduction to graph terminology is given in Appendix A. A few terms are
especially important as they correspond to Kirchhoff's voltage law (KVL) and Kirchhoff's current
law (KCL). Those terms are loop, cutset, and tree.
A loop is a subgraph
1.

of a connected graph

, if:

is connected.

2. Every node of

has exactly two branches of

incident at it.
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A cutset is a set of branches of a connected graph

if:

1. The removal of the set of branches results in a graph that is not connected.
2. After the removal of the set of branches, the restoration of any one branch from the set
will result in a graph that is connected.
A tree is a subgraph
1.

of a connected graph

if

is connected

2. Contains all nodes of
3.

contains no loops

The set of edges of

that are not in a tree

is called the co-tree. An edge that belong to a tree

is called a branch; while an edge that belongs to the co-tree is called a link. A tree provides the
means to systematically identify cutsets and loops within a graph and hence formulate
independent KCL and KVL equations for an electrical network. [5,8,9,10,11,12]
The advantage of graph theory is obvious. A graph simplifies an electrical network
visually, and it can be easily represented by matrices used to formulate state space model.
Converting graph into matrices also allows it to be easily programmed on a computer.
A loop matrix Ba represents loops with a branches and n oriented loops, which is defined
as an n*b matrix [5]:

Ba  [bij ]

(2-8)

where:

With respect to KVL, if the branch voltage is represented by a voltage vector v, which has the
same number of elements as the number of columns in Ba, then:
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Ba v  0

(2-9)

A cutset matrix is used to develop KCL equation. It is defined as a matrix Da, which represents a
cutset with b braches and n oriented cutsets. The matrix is therefore a n*b matrix [5]:

Da  [dij ]

(2-10)

where:

If we have a vector of current that represent the branch current values for each cutset, then the
KCL can be represented as:

Da i  0

(2-11)

As can be seen at the beginning of Appendix B, a matrix equation to show KCL and KVL
is derived. While most of the variables included in that derivation is explained above, F matrix
represents the submatrix of a cutset matrix for different component branches and links in the
electronic network.

2.4 State Space Model of an Electrical Network
As described in the introduction, the goal of this project is to design and implement
software that can generate a symbolic generalized state space model for a power converter.
Consequently, an important part of this project is state space modeling of electrical networks.
The derivation of the state equation for an RLCM network is covered thoroughly in Computersided analysis of Electronic Circuits[5], so only the key results are given in this section (a
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summary of the derivation itself is given in Appendix B). A new derivation of the output
equation for RLCM networks is presented.

2.4.1 Preliminaries
Two assumptions are made in the state-space modeling of any RLCM network:


There are no loops consisting of independent voltage sources only.



There are no cutsets consisting of independent current sources only.

If either of these assumptions is violated, the network has no unique solution. Based on these
assumptions, a normal tree or a proper tree can be constructed to contain the following:


all independent voltage sources.



no independent current sources.



as many capacitors as possible.



as few inductors as possible.

If the subscript  is used to denote elements of the normal tree and  is used to denote
links of the corresponding co-tree, then the network branch voltages and branch currents may be
partitioned as follows:

v  v E

v C

v R

v L

i  i E i C i R i L i J

v J
i L

v L
i R

v C 

T

v R
i C 

T

(2-12)
(2-13)

The topology of the network can then be described using the fundamental cutset matrix
D, which corresponds to the generalized form of KCL, and the fundamental loop matrix B, which
corresponds to the generalized form of KVL:
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0
0 F11 F12
1E  0
 0 1
0
0 F21 F22
C
Di  
 0
0 1R 0 F31 F32

0
0 1L F41 F42
 0

 F11T
 T
F
Bv   12T
 F13
 T
 F14

F21T
F22T
F23T

F31T
F32T
F33T

F24T

0

F41T 1J
F42T 0
0
0
0

0

F23
F33
0

F14 
F24 
i0
0

0

0
1L
0

0
0
1R

0

0

F13



v 0


1C 
0
0
0

(2-14)

(2-15)

The i-v characteristics for the RLCM elements of the network are described as:

R : v R  Ri R or i R  Gv R

(2-16)

d
vC
dt

(2-17)

C : iC  C

 v  L
LM :  L1    1
 v L2   M

M  d i L1 
L 2  dt i L2 

(2-18)

2.4.2 State Equation
Equations 2-12 to 2-18 constitute the original network equations for the RLCM network
as a system of differential algebraic equations (DAEs). A derivation showing the transformation
of the DAEs to the state equation of a state space model is given in Chua and Lin’s book Computer-sided analysis of Electronic Circuits [5].
The state variables selected for an RLCM network include the voltage across the tree
capacitors and current through the co-tree inductors in co-tree:

[

]

(2-19)
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In the subscript, C or L indicates that the variable is associated with a capacitors or an inductor,
and

or

indicates that the element is in the tree or co-tree.

The input variables include all the independent sources:

[

]

(2-20)

As described in Appendix B, the entire voltage source is pushed into tree and all the current
source is pushed into co-tree. With the help of KCL, KVL and the V-I properties of different
components, the procedures successfully set up the equation that relates the state variables and
input variables. The original software includes this algorithm to conduct this process step by step
to generate the A and B matrices.

2.4.3 Output Equation
In Computer-sided analysis of Electronic Circuits, there is an explicit derivation of the A
and B matrices, but there is only a brief mention of the C and D matrices [5]. For generalized
state space modeling of power converters, the output vector can be limited to include the voltages
and currents associated with independent sources and capacitors and inductors – the voltages and
currents associated with resistors are not needed to define the switching surfaces. As there will
only be one full ultimate test case, the C and D matrices can be further simplified to match the
interest of the unique circuit in this project. The value of interest in this project will be the voltage
and current values across the diodes, which is significant to generate switching surface in the
output file as explained in the next chapter. In order to show the derivation of C and D matrix
clearly, an electronic circuit for the final test case that has been introduced in Section 2.2 marked
with the voltage and current values for different elements is shown below:
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Figure 2- 3 Circuit schematic of a dc-to-dc buck converter

Referring to Appendix B, it is clear that all the electronic components in the state space model
would be categorized into different tree and co-tree structures. For this circuit, although the
output current and voltage values that we are interested in just includes the V-I value across the
diode, a more generalized output vector that includes all the V-I value for different components is
demonstrated here. This output vector does not include any V-I values across the resistor, which
will not affect the V-I value across the diode for this circuit. Therefore, the y vector should be:

y=

(2-21)

[

]

and

represent the voltage and current of independent voltage source in the tree structure.

and

includes all the information of the voltage across the capacitors in both tree and co-

tree structures.

,

,

and

include all the voltage and current values through the
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inductors both in tree and co-tree structures.

and

represent the voltage and current values

of independent current source.
For output equation, we have:

̇
Since all the input sources are dc source in the test circuit, the derivative term of input
variables would be removed. x and u are the same as specified in the previous sub section. Thus,
the matrix format of output equation is:

[

[

]

[

]

]

[

[

]

(2-22)

]

With respect to Appendix B, elements on every row of the C and D matrices can be derived as a
simplified version for the test circuit and the derivation process is demonstrated row by row as
following:

(2-23)

C1,1 = 0; C1,2 = 0; D1,1 = I; D1,2 = 0;

(2-24)
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C2,1 = I; C2,2 = 0; D2,1 = 0; D2,2 = 0;

According to equation B-13 in Appendix B,
(

)

(

)

(

)

As the entire input independent sources are DC source in the test circuit, all the derivative terms
of input variables are removed. In addition, since there is only one inductor in the circuit, there
will be no mutual inductance between two different inductors. Thus,

is zero. The equation

becomes:

(

)

(

)

Since there is only one inductor in the test circuit, it can only be pushed into the inductor tree or
co-tree. If it is pushed into tree, d(

)/dt will be equal to zero as there is not inductor in the co-

tree. Vice versa, if the inductor is pushed into co-tree,

will be removed. Thus,

will always

be 0. Thus:

(2-25)
C3,1 = 0; C3,2 = 0; D3,1 = 0; D3,2 = 0;
According to initial KVL equation B-4 in Appendix B,
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F11.t is the transpose matrix of F11. Since voltage across diode is not related to the voltage
across the resistance, it can be ignore in the matrices equation. From the previous row equation, it
is known that

is always zero in our test circuit, thus the

can be represented as:

(2-26)
C4,1 = F21.t; C4,2 = 0; D4,1 = F11.t; D4,2 = 0;
With respect to the equation 8-24 in the book computer-aided analysis of electronic circuits [5]:

From previous section, it is clear that

and

can be removed from the equation, thus:

(2-27)
C5,1 = F22.t; C5,2 = 0; D5,1 = F12.t; D5,2 = 0;

According to equation B-12 in Appendix B:

(2-28)
C6,1 = F24.t; C6,3 = 0; D6,1 = F14.t; D6,2 = 0;

According to KCL at equation B-3 in Appendix B:

can be removed from the equation, as known from the previous equation step.

needs to be

re written as a combination of state variables and input variables. According to B-14 in Appendix
B:

(

(

)

(

)

)
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For the test circuit, as all the input independent source are constant DC source, d(

)/dt should

equal to zero. In addition, there is only one capacitor in the circuit, which can only be pushed into
either a capacitor tree or a capacitor co-tree. If it is pushed into a capacitor tree, the capacitor cotree will be empty and Cl will be zero. Vice versa, the capacitor tree will be empty, and d(
= 0. Taking all the simplification specified above for the test case,

)/dt

will be:

(2-29)
C7,1 = 0; C7,2 = -F12; D7,1 = 0; D7,2 = -F11;
According to equation B-11 in Appendix B:

(2-30)
C8,1= 0; C8,2 = -F42; D8,1 = 0; D8,2 = -F41;
(2-31)
C9,1 = 0; C9,2 = 0; D9,1 = 0; D9,2 = I;
(2-32)
C10,1 = 0; C10,2 = I; D10,1 = 0; D10,2 = 0;
In Summary, combining all the equations for C and D matrix in every row, I get the simplified C
and D matrix for my test circuit:

C=

(2-33)

[

]
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D=

(2-34)

[

]

2.5 Switching Surfaces
As described in Section 2.1, a switching surface is a function that defines the
mathematical conditions at the instant for the circuit to switch from one topology to another. The
particular form of switching surface used in this project is defined in [3]

is the switching surface that is a vector of m, m represents the number of different possibilities
when the electrical network switches its topology. Thus the number of the switchable components
in the circuit will determines the number of possibilities for the circuit to switch its possibility.
Switching of topology in the electronic network happens when the switchable components change
their status,

and

are constant vector of m in front of state variables and input variables,

which defines the mathematical condition when the state variable and input variables affect the
switching condition. Take the final test case as an example, as diode switches its on and off status
when the current flows through it changes the direction, we treated the current through the diode
as the output value and extract the C and D matrix part that represents the symbolic equation
consisting of state variables and input variables. Thus, C and D matrix for appropriate switchable
component in the circuit defines

and

. Some of the switchable components are
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controlled by the control system, and for a control system, there are two types of signal that will
affect the status of switchable components. One is a clock signal and one is a constant input
signal.

and

defines the moment when time signal and constant signal converts the status

of the switchable element.
In the Section 2.4, a derivation to generate C and D matrix is performed for the dc-dc
buck converter circuit as shown previously. Since V-I value of diodes can determine part of the
switching surface for the electronic circuit, they are treated as the value of interest in the output
vector. To find out the voltage and current values across the diode, it is important to understand
the special strategy for the software to deal with diode. In Chapter 3, it will explain that diode is
considered as a 0-V voltage source when it is on, and a 0-A current source when it is off. When
the diode is treated as a 0-V voltage source, it converts its status as the current through it becomes
negative. For the circuit shown in Figure 2-3, with KCL on node 1, it is easy to get the equation
that:

(2-34)
When it is treated as a 0-A current source, it converts its status as the voltage across it
becomes positive. Using KVL in loop 1 and 2, we will get two voltage equations:

(2-35)
(2-36)
From the three equations, it is clear to see that the current across the diode is related to
and , and the voltage across the diode is related to

,

and

. As switch is also

an electronic component that can convert the topology of the circuit, it is treated similarly as
diode in the software. Therefore,

and

could be considered as voltage and current

through independent voltage source or current source. With respect to the equation derived from
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KCL and KVL, the output y vector should include

,

,

,

and . This explains the

y vector that is generated in Section 2.4 is relevant for the generation of switching surface.
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Chapter 3
Software Design and Implementation
The software for this project was designed and implemented using object oriented
programming techniques in C++. It utilized an existing C++ framework, the Interconnected
System Modeling Framework (ISMF). This framework supports the notion that a system can be
modeled as a collection of interconnected components and the notion that each component can
have multiple mathematical representations. Thus, it provides distinct interfaces for component
model developers and analysis method developers. In this chapter, the various component
models and analysis methods that were developed for this project are described.

3.1 Interconnected System Modeling Framework
The Interconnected System Modeling Framework (ISMF) supports software modules and
application programs in which a physical system is modeled as a collection of interconnected
component models each of which may have multiple mathematical representations. It provides
interfaces for component model developers, analysis method developers, and software module
developers.

3.1.1 Component Models
Any class can be registered with the ISMF as a component model class, if it has two
required member functions: describe_type and describe_instance. Inheritance from any
particular base class is not required, but inheritance is allowed.
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In describe_type, the component model developer can declare type information to be
associated with the class. More specifically, the component model developer can do the
following:


declare a base class (inheritance)



declare a data member as a part (composition)



declare a data member as a parameter or a variable



declare a data member as a connection

A data member declared as a part may correspond to an object or a pointer, but it may not
correspond to a reference. The class for the part should be registered with the ISMF. A part
declaration is qualified by an identifier and an optional description. A data member declared as a
parameter or variable may correspond to an object or a variable of built-in type. In the case of an
object, the class must have stream operators << and >> defined. A parameter or variable
declaration is qualified by an identifier and optional description and optional symbol. A data
member declared as a connection may correspond to an object, a pointer, or a list of pointers
(std::list). Connections are qualified in various ways, including nodes, signal input port and
signal output port.
In describe_instance, the component model developer can declare instance-specific
information to be associated with an instance of the component model class. Typically a function
member is declared as a function to be associated with the component model instance. The
function declaration is qualified with a modeling range and the data members that serve as inputs
and outputs. The modeling range refers to one of the following: instantiate1,
instantiate2, interconnect1, and interconnect2.
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3.1.2 Analysis Methods
Any class can be registered with the ISMF as an analysis method class, if it has two
required member functions: setup and analyze In the setup function, it will extract all the
installed information of the electronic network to be analyzed in the objective created by ISMF
and create a new objective of the analysis algorithm model to store all the extracted information.
After that, these algorithm models will call the analyze to conduct different analysis algorithm
with the stored circuit network information and give back an analysis result.

3.1.3 Software Modules
With the type and instance information provided by a component model developer, the
ISMF is capable of reading an interconnected system model (.ism) file provided by an end user.
An .ism file is a text file that contains one record for each component in a system. The first two
fields of the record are the component model type and an instance identifier. The remainder of
the record is comprised of initialization values for parts, parameters, and connections. A
component model object is instantiated and initialized as the record is read; this includes a call to
describe_instance for the object. After all component model objects have been instantiated

and initialized from the .ism file (modeling range instantiate1), any functions declared with
modeling range instantiate2 are called to complete the initialization process.
Once all component model objects have been initialized, the ISMF interconnects the
objects by resolving their respective connections. This is a two-pass process (modeling range
interconnect1 and interconnect2).

Once all component model objects have been interconnected,
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3.2 Circuit Element Classes
Each type of circuit element has a corresponding component model class that is
ultimately derived from an ElectricalComponent base class. A complete class hierarchy is
shown Figure 3-1:

Figure 3- 1 Electronic component class structure hierarchy of original software

Within ElectricalComponent there are two important parameters : _identifier
and _serialnumber. The first of these _identifier is defined from the name of the
electronic component derived from the user-defined input files. In the output MATLAB file, the
_identifier for each electronic component is shown as a symbolic expression. The
_serialnumber is an integer number used to index the electrical component in the state-space

model building algorithm.
Below the ElectricalComponent classes there are two sub classes:
ElectricalElement and MutualInductance. The ElectricalElement class serves as a
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base class for the common circuit element classes. The ElectricalElement class includes
significantly more information than the ElectricalComponent class. This includes variables
for the voltage across and current through the component, and two ElectricalTerminal
objects that serve as connectors. Each ElectricalTerminal is resolved to an
ElectricalNode object, which includes a list of pointers to ElectricalTerminal objects.

The connection relationship between different electronic components is defined by users to form
a closed electronic circuit that needed to be analyzed. During the mathematical analysis process,
the connectivity of each object in the circuit could be easily called from its electrical terminals, so
that the topologies of the electrical circuit can be identified for the analysis algorithm. Another
important member parameter in the ElectricalElement class is _type, which defines the
unique data type of different electronic components. Corresponding to the creation of all the new
parameters in this class, the initializer function and describe_type function are also modified
to work with the new parameters. An object of ElectricalElement type will be initialized
with a data type, voltage value and current value across the object. In the describe_type
function, the ElectricalElement class can retrieve the voltage and current values from the
user-defined input file, as well as the connectivity for terminals. Additional member functions to
call the member parameters of ElectricalElement type object are also developed to allow the
algorithm class to easily track the important properties of different electronic components.
Some other member parameters are developed to identify the roles and functionality of the
electronic components in the mathematical algorithm, including is_branch, was_branch and
operator <. In the Electrical Circuit Analysis process, the functionality of these parameters will
be discussed in more details.
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All the third level of subclass data types for electronic components developed from the
ElectricalElement class. There are four different categories, including
EnergyStorageElement, Resistor, CurrentSource and Independent Source.
Resistor and CurrentSource are already the highest level subclasses that no longer

break down to a more specific subclass. Compared to their parent class, more detailed
functionality and characteristics are added with respect to their electronic property performance in
the electronic circuit. For Resistor class, the initial voltage value and current value are set to
zero for calculation. Additionally, a parameter called _resistance is included to represent the
resistance value of the resistor component. This parameter is added to the initialize and
describe_type function of Resistor class, which is defined by users in the input file. As the

voltage and current across the resistor follows the resistance law, where resistance equals voltage
divide current, corresponding functions in Resistor class are created to allow the software to
make use of the V-I relationship on resistance in the mathematical algorithm. For
CurrentSource, as it is an energy source in the circuit value, the initial value of its _voltage

is always set to zero, while that of _current is always set to 1. The V-I relationship does not
follow a proportional linear function like resistors, and the voltage value could be set to any
values without considering the current the source can generate.
Different from Resistor and CurrentSource, IndependentSource and
EnergyStorageElement classes can be further broken down to a higher level class. The reason

why we want to develop these two classes is to represent the state variables and input variables,
which are required for the state-space model to generate a matrix equation result with these two
types of variable. While IndependentSource does not add any extra characteristics compared
to ElectricalElement, EnergyStorageElement are featured with new properties. In
EnergyStorageElement, there is a mutualitylist which represent the mutual inductance
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that they generate with the electronic components connected to them. The member function
interconnect2 provide the functionality for the EnergyStorageElement type object to

generate MutualInstance. Another important reason to create EnergyStorageElement
class is to identify the state variables to generate state-space model matrix.
Below IndependentSource, there is VoltageSource which represent the voltage
source component in the electronic circuit. As voltage source is a power source that generates
voltages, the initial value of _current is set to be 0 and the _voltage value is set to be 3. The
linear V-I relationship doesn’t work with voltage source either and any current value across the
voltage source will not affect the voltage value of the voltage source. Capacitors and
Inductors are developed under EnergyStorageElement class to represent capacitors and

inductors in RLCM electronic circuit. In Capacitor class, there are unique features representing
the electronic property of capacitors. _capacitance is a member parameter created in this class
to store the capacitance value of the real capacitors, which will be defined by users and taken care
by the describe_type function in this class. With respect to the V-I relation across capacitors
in the circuit, where current equals the derivative of voltage over time times capacitance, there is
member function called compute_current defining the unique V-I relationship for
Capacitors. Inductors class are developed to involve all the electronic properties of

inductors, where there is _inductance member parameter to represent inductance and a
member function called compute_voltage to define the V-I relationship for Inductors.
Another second level class component is the MutualInductance class, which
represents mutual inductance between two Inductor objects. It includes two mutuality
parameters and a _inductance parameter added to the class type in addition to the parameters
took over from ElectricalComponent. The _inductance represent the inductance value of
the mutual inductance. The initialization of a MutualInductance type parameter includes the
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initialization of the _inductance value. In the describe_type function, _inductance
and the two mutuality are derived from user-defined input file. There are also member
functions created to allow the MultuaInductance to interact with the mathematical algorithm.
These functions will be discussed later.
With the exiting component classes, the software can work with the circuit that only has
one topology, which means that the voltage and current across the electronic components will
always stay in a steady status. When the topology of the circuit is changed, the analysis result for
the circuit will also be different. Since most of the electronic circuits are able to change
topologies during operation, analysis on multi-topology electronic circuit is expected to be done
by the software. In order to realize this design objective, it is essential for the software to work
with the electronic components that can change the topologies. As ideal diode and switch are two
most common types of components that are include in the circuit flip the topologies, for this
project, I created new component classes to include these two electronic components into the
analysis system.
After creation of code for new classes, the class component structure hierarchy for
electronic components is shown as figure 3-2:

Figure 3- 2 Updated hierarchy for ElectricalElement
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As can be seen in figure 3-2, a third-level class is developed under
ElectricalElement, called SwitchableElement. SwitchableElement is a class type

that represents all the electronic components that can change the topologies in the circuit. For this
project, there are only diodes and switches categorized as SwitchableElement. The common
electronic properties shared by all the components that can flip the topologies of the circuit are
that they have two different statuses: on and off. In order to represent different status of these
components, a member parameter called _state is developed in SwitchableElment class.
There are member functions in the class that can set up and call the _state value with respect to
the status of the switchable electronic component.
The two different classes developed under SwitchableElement are Switches and
Diodes, which represent switches and diodes in the electronic circuit. The diodes in the circuit

are considered as ideal diodes, which has simple electronic property that is easy to be analyzed.
As both switches and diodes are ideal when they are developed into component classes, there is
not any unique feature added to these two components compared to their upper class except that
they have an initialize_px_compution function to initialize the voltage and current across
these components. In the RLCM electronic circuit, switches are controlled by control system
circuit. Thus, _output and _fanout are included as two member parameters for switches to
connect switch to control system. The function of _output and _fanout will be introduced in
more details in the section of Control System Components Classes.
The first important milestone for this project is to complete the development of
component classes for RLCM electronic circuit in order to allow the software to work with
multi-topology circuit. The new component classes developed for the project properly fit into the
developed structure hierarchy and successfully identify the components that can change the
topologies of the circuit. In the latter section of Electrical Circuit Analysis Process, the design
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work that involves the new component classes into the analysis algorithm will be introduced in
details.

3.3 Control Block Classes
The design of control system component classes starts from blank, as the original
software tool can only work with RLCM circuit that does not have a control system. Control
systems are applied to RLCM circuit to control the switchable elements with respect to time, so
that the behavior of the circuit will be changed when the topologies of the circuit are switched.
The design objective for the development of control system components classes is to create new
C++ data types that can represent different fundamental components in the control system, which
allows users to create a simple control system that can be taken care of by the software tool. As
the control system circuit will be integrated with the electronic circuits to control their behavior,
the analysis algorithm for an electronic network that includes both RLCM electronic circuit and
control system should be kept as the same, which is state-space-model analysis method. Control
system blocks that can be treated as state variables should also be included in the design work.
Thus, a simple control system circuit that can meet with the design requirement will include
inputs, outputs, basic operational blocks including gain blocks and sum blocks, and state-variable
block-integrator.
To create systemized component classes for control system blocks required by the design
objective, a similar criterion can be applied as when developing the electronic component classes:
1.

All the control system blocks will be represented by a fundamental level new data
type in C++ framework, which is different from the fundamental data type for
electronic components.
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2.

Second-level Subclasses will be developed under the fundamental data type to
represent a group of control system blocks that have common functionality in the
circuit or in the analysis algorithm.

3. Top-level subclasses will be developed to represent each specific control system
block, where all the unique properties of the specific control system are included.
Following this criterion, a three-level control system block class hierarchy is developed
and shown as the figure 3-3:

Figure 3- 3 Control system block class structure hierarchy of updated software

Similar to the way to represent all the electronic components, I developed a class type
called ControlSystemBlock to represent all the control blocks in the control system. This is a
fundamental level class, where it has initializer and destructor as the essential member functions
to create a new class. It also includes describe_type and describe_instance member
functions, where describe_type defines how the control system block created from the userdefined inputfile and describe_instance identifies each object of ControlSystemBlock
type in order to differentiate one from another. Important member parameters like_identifier
is also created, which represent a symbolic name of each control system block defined by users.
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There is also a member function that allows object of ControlSystemBlock type to call the
identifier. All the control system blocks have two types of connector to be connected to other
control system blocks, which are inputs and outputs. Users will describe the connection
relationship in the user-defined input ism file with a certain format. There are two different class
type developed to represent the two different kinds of connectors-SignalInputPort and
SignalOutputPort. The connection relation data of each control system block will be stored

in the member parameters of the two connector class types. In ControlSystemBlock, there is a
virtual function called get_outputs that allows the object of ControlSystemBlock type to
call the connection data stored in output connectors so that it can find out the information of the
connected control system block. Some other member functions are created to involve the control
system blocks into the analysis algorithm, which will be introduced in details in latter section.
The second level sub class of controls system blocks include six different class types.
Four of them can be further broken down to higher level sub class, and two of them are the toplevel classes.
The two top-level sub classes are SumBlock and GainBlock, which represent the sum
block and gain block in the control system. The function of sum block in the control system is to
add all the values passed from the input control system blocks. It also allows minus operation, if a
minor sign is assigned to the input control system block. Sum Block is a special block compared
to other control system blocks, as it has multiple control system blocks connected to it as input
while most of the other control system block only has one input control system block. Taking
account of all the features of sum block, I introduced a new data type called
SignalInputPortList by making use of an installed C++ template class type-list.
SignalInputPortList is a list of the reference to different SignalInputPorts. Therefore,
SumBlock has a member parameter of SignalInputPortList to store the connection

information of all the control system block system. The describe_type and initializer member
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function of SumBlock are also changed to take care of multiple different input control system
block. Gain block can amplify the signal value sent from the input control system block, and pass
the amplified value to the control system block connected to its output connector. Thus, the
GainBlock class type has a member parameter called _gain, which is a string type in C++. The
_gain parameter is a symbolic representation for the gain values of the gain block.

The four second-level sub classes that can be further broken down include
InputTypeBlock, OutputTypeBlock, ClockTypeBlock and
ControlSystemStateBlock. The main reason to develop these four sub classes is to identify

the different roles of different control system blocks in the state-space-model analysis method.
InputTypeBlock represents all the input blocks to a control system that provide a constant

signal. The Input Blocks to a control system that provide a clock signal that will change along
with time are represented by ClockTypeBlock class type. OutputTypeBlock represents all the
output blocks of the control system which will provide an output signal that is processed from the
original input signal. ControlSystemStateBlock represents all the control system blocks that
are set as state variables in the state-space-model. In this project, integrators are categorized as
ControlSystemStateBlock. With State-Space-Model Analysis algorithm, the software will

generate a matrix equation for control system that consists of matrix list of all the four different
types of control system block and a body matrix that represents the operation process through the
control system. In order to provide assign all the control system blocks that belong to the four
different types to an appropriate location in the matrix list, a member parameter called
_serialnumber is created for all the four second-level sub classes. The _serialnumber is a

unique integer assigned to each object defined as one of the four second-level sub class type, and
a member function created for these four class type allows the object to call the serial number, so
they can be located into an appropriate position in the matrix.
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InputBlock is developed from InputTypeBlock to represent the constant-signal input

block to the control system. As input blocks are the original resource of the signal to the control
system, they only have an output connector to other control system blocks. Thus, in
InputBlock, the SignalInputPort parameter is set as empty. describe_type and

initializer function is fixed to only take care of the output connection data.
SignalBlock is derived from ClockTypeBlock, which represents the input block to

the control system that has a varying signal with respect to time. The relationship of the signal
intensity vs time for the clock signal block developed for this software is a right-angle triangle
wave. This is a periodical wave, where the signal will increase proportionally along with time
until it comes to the end of a period. At the end of period, it will jump back to 0 and starts again.
Signal Block also does not have any control system block connected through its input connect,
therefore the class is created in a way similar to InputBlock, except that the class name is
different.
Under OutputTypeBlock, there is a derived sub class called OutputBlock to
represent the output block of the control system. Output blocks are the end of the control system,
and do not have any control systems blocks connected to its output connector. Thus, there is no
SignalOutputPort type member parameter in OutputBlock. The describe_type and

initializer member function are also fixed to only define the connection data for
SignalInputPort type member parameter.
Integrator developed from ControlSystemStateBlock represents the integrator

block in the control system, which will integrate the signal value passed into it and output the
integrated value to the control system block connecting to its output. Unique member functions
are developed for Integrator to involve its functionality into state-space-model analysis
algorithm, and that will be discussed in details in the section of Control System Analysis Process.
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The design of the component class for control system blocks successfully provides the
software tool with the ability to conduct analysis on control system circuit and generate a statespace-model matrix. The structure of the class hierarchy clearly identifies each control system
block with its unique functions in the control system and state-space-model analysis algorithm.
The details of the design of the process to analyze the control system with state-space model will
be introduced in the section of Control System Analysis Process.

3.4 Electrical Circuit Analysis Method
For electrical circuit analysis, the software tool takes in a user-defined circuit and
operates it through a developed analysis algorithm class to generate a matrix result, as described
in Chapter 2:
̇
̇ represents the matrix with all the derivative of state variable values in the electronic
circuit. “x” is the matrix of state variables, and u is the matrix of input variables. “A” stands for
the coefficient matrix of state variable values, while “B” stands for the coefficient matrix of input
variable values. M0 is the body coefficient of the derivative of state variables. The result matrix
output by the software is stored in a MATLAB file, where M0, x, A and B matrix are demonstrated
in compatible with the matrix format required in MATLAB. From input circuit file to the output
matrix in MATLAB, the software goes through a serious analysis steps shown as the following
flow diagram:
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Figure 3- 4 General flow diagram of electronic analysis algorithm

At the beginning of the analysis process, users are required to define an input file to
represent the circuit that they want to conduct analysis. The input file should be .ism and a strict
format to define the circuit in the input file must be followed in order to fit into the software
framework. The first step to define the circuit is to define all the nodes in a circuit. Figure 3-5 is a
simple buck-converter circuit, which does not have a switch. There are four different nodes in this
circuit that shared by all the electronic components, naming as a, b, c and gnd. In the ism file, the
node will be defined as the following format:
Node Name;
Users need to first specify the type id of electronic node defined in the software frame
work, which is Node. Then, users can give a symbolic name to the node, which will be set as an
identifier of the electronic node in the software. For figure 3-5, the node will be defined as:
Node a;
Node b;
Node c;
Node gnd;
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Figure 3- 5 Buck-converter circuit

After defining the node, users are required to describe each electronic component in the
following format:
Component Type ID name node1 () node2 ();
“Component Type ID” is required for the software to identify the type of the component
in the frame work. This id must agree with the type id defined in the software for each type of
component, in order to make the definition effective to work with the software frame. “Name” is
a symbolic mark that is treated as the identifier for the electronic component, which is defined by
users. Node 1 and 2 defines the two nodes on both sides of the component. Inside the parenthesis,
the symbolic identifier of the nodes connected to the component will be specified by users, which
is previously defined in the Node definition. The order of the node matters, where current
direction should always flow from node1 to node2. Taking the voltage source in figure 3-5 as an
example, it should be defined like:
VoltageSource

V1

node1 (a)

node2 (b);

The definition of resistors, capacitors and inductors includes one extra value that users
need to specify, which are resistance, capacitance and inductance. In the input file, the three
characters are represented by “r”, “c” and “l”. In the parenthesis followed by these three symbols,
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numerical numbers will be specified by users, standing for the numerical value of the three
characters. For the resistor in figure 3-5, the definition of it in the input file should look like:
Resistor

R1

node1 (c)

node2 (b)

r (0.75);

Following the format introduced above, users can easily define an actual electronic
circuit in to the ism file, where the information of all the electronic components, nodes and
schematic structure are specified. For figure 3-5, a full user-defined input file will be:
Node
Node
Node
Node

a;
b;
c;
gnd;

VoltageSource V1 node1(a) node2(gnd);
Resistor R1 node1(a) node2(b) r(1);
Inductor L1 node1(b) node2(c) l(0.5);
Capacitor C1 node1(c) node2(gnd) c(0.25);
Resistor R2 node1(c) node2(gnd) r(0.75);

After users define the input circuit file, the file will be processed into the software. Figure
3-6 demonstrate a flow diagram of the process in the second step:

Figure 3- 6 The signal flow diagram of the information retrieved process
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Once the software detected an input file is inserted, it will scan through the file to check
whether the definition of the circuit is valid or not. If the format is not valid, the software will
throw an exception to warn users to check whether the input file is organized in a correct format.
Reasons that lead to the failure of format check lie on different aspects, including miss-spelling of
component ID, missing important contents that are needed in the definition and connection error.
If the format check succeeds, the software will create a new task object to store the information of
the input file. Three types of important information are extracted from the input files into the
object, including the electrical components in the circuit, mutual inductance generated in between
the components and the nodes included in the circuit. For each electrical component defined in
the input file, the task object will get its type id, identifier and information of connected node. If
inductors and capacitors are included in the circuit, mutual inductance will be calculated for these
two types of components and stored in the task object.
When the task object stored all the valid information from the input files, it is ready to be
processed into the electronic circuit analysis algorithm in the software. The analysis algorithm of
the software is called ElectricalNetworkStateSpaceModelBuilder, where it builds a
state-space model of the input circuit and performs analysis over it to generate the result matrixes
from the model. The state-space model in this software is an object of the data type called
ElectricalNetworkStateSpaceModel, created in the analysis algorithm class. Inside the
ElectricalNetworkStateSpaceeModel class, there is a member object called _graph,

which represents a graph model for circuit analysis. To create a new state-space model, a graph
that represents the electronic circuit in a mathematical model needs to be created first. Figure 3-7
shows the process of creating the graph in the software:
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Figure 3- 7 The process to set up graph in the software

ElectricalNetworkStateSpaceModelBuilder class takes the Task Object as an

input argument. When this analysis algorithm is run by the software, a new and empty state space
model of ElectricalNetworkStateSpaceModel data type is created. As described in Section
2.3 about the graph theory, the two important members that construct a graph are nodes and
branches. In this project, the _graph is defined to take the node in the electrical circuit as the
node of the graph. The branch of the _graph is defined to be the objects of
ElectricalElement. In the analysis algorithm class, two member functions called Extract
nodes and Extract branches extract the nodes and electronic components information from

the task object. After extracting the nodes and electronic components information out, a member
function installed in the state space model called add allows the state space model to insert the
nodes and electronic component into _graph as the graph nodes and branches. When _graph
takes in the electronic component as the branch, the identifier and connected node information of
the electronic components are also inserted into the _graph as part of branch. Connected node
information determines the location of the branch in the graph, and identifiers allow the analysis
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algorithm to output a symbolic matrix equation with the symbolic name of each electronic
component. In addition to the creation of graph, mutual inductance information is also extracted
from the task object to store in a member parameter called _multualinductances in the state
space model. After ElectricalNetworkStateSpaceModelBuilder operate the three
member functions, the state space model with the graph installed is ready to be analyzed.
The class type of state space model includes a member function called analyze, in
which it has a series step to build up the result matrix equation out of the circuit installed in the
graph. The analysis process conducted by this function is shown in figure 3-8:

Figure 3- 8 The analysis function for the Original software
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The State Space Model, whose graph has been installed, calls the member function
analyze. The analyze function in ElectricalNetworkStateSpaceMordel will then run

through seven steps to generate an output MATLAB file of the expected matrix equations. The first
step is to classify the elements, where the function creates a tree structure and identifies the
branches and links in the tree. The tree structure is formed as a member object called Tree,
which is created from the installed _graph. The software will then go through the Tree to
identify all the branch elements and link elements with respect to their data type and store the
branches and links of the same data type into different sets object.
After the “classify elements” step, it will start to extract all the f matrixes from the
branch sets and link sets identified in the previous function. In the f matrices, there are 13
different f matrix elements that are defined by the combination of a branch set and link set, which
is determined by the topology matrix and loop matrix described in Chapter 2. After the function
extracts the f matrices, it starts to build the c matrix, which stands for the matrix of capacitance.
As capacitors are both pushed into the branch sets and link sets, the build_c_matrix function
extract the capacitors from both sets and build them into a tree structure and a cotree structure.
There is an if statement to identify if there are only branch capacitors or only link capacitors or
both. Correspondingly, different c matrix will be generated out of the capacitors tree and cotree
structures. Next, the function builds up the l matrix with the member function
build_l_matrix, where l matrix stands for the matrix of inductance. This build process is quite

similar to that of build a c matrix, where an inductance tree and cotree structures are
defined from the inductors branch sets and inductors link sets. After the evaluation of where the
inductors come from, a l matrix is created from the inductance tree and inductance cotree. After
both c matrix and l matrix are built in the state space model, it starts to build the r and g matrices,
which stand for resistance matrix and conductance matrix. The building process is still quite
similar to l and c matrix building process, where resistance tree and cotree are created from
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resistance branches and links. Resistance matrix is defined from the tree and cotree with respect
to where the resistance comes from. The conductance matrix is defined by taking reciprocal of the
elements in the resistance matrix.
Once all the essential matrixes are created, the last step is conducted with the member
function called build_state_matrices. During this step, the expected result body matrix of
the state variables and input variables are generated by applying state space analysis method on
all the matrixes generated above. At the end of the analyze function, an output MATLAB file is
generated with the state space matrix results.
As introduced in Section 3.2, electronic component classes for switchable components,
including switch and diode, are created. In order to involve them into the analysis process, the
original analysis algorithm is redesigned to output all the state space matrix results for different
potential topologies, and demonstrate the next topology that the current circuit can switch to. In
addition, as the output of C and D matrix is also an important part of the project, new member
functions are included to generate the matrix for output equation as described in Chapter 2.
After redesign of the analysis algorithm with respect to the fields mentioned above, the
over flow of the analysis process remains similar to the original algorithm as shown in figure 3-4,
but two steps out of the whole process are changed to meet with all the requirements for the
design goal of this project. The two steps are “set up graph” and “Analyze graph model”. In “set
up graph”, the software add one more process to identify the switchable elements, like switches
and diodes. The updated “Analyze graph model” successfully integrates the analysis method for
multiple different potential topologies, defined by the number of switchable elements in the
circuit, and includes the new member functions to build up C and D matrix.
The updated flow diagram of “set up graph” is shown in Figure 3-9:
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Figure 3- 9 Updated process to store the input information for electronic circuit

As can be seen from the updated flow diagram, the difference occurs when the analysis
algorithm extract the branches which are the electronic element in the circuit. A if statement is
added to ask if the electronic element extracted out is a switchable element or not. If it is a
switchable element, then it will be stored in a separate list called _Switchable_Elements ,
which is defined as a member parameter for algorithm class
ElectricalNetworkStateSpaceModel. On the other hand, if the electronica element is not a

switchable element, it will be directly pushed into the graph as a branch.
After all the graph is created without any switchable elements pushed in, it comes to the
step of the redesigned “Analyze graph model”. The redesigned “Analyze graph model” is a multi-
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optional analysis method in ElectricalNetworkStateSpaceModel, where there will be two
different situations, as shown in Figure 3-10.

Figure 3- 10 Updated analysis for electronic circuit with switchable component

When there is no switchable element stored in _Switchable_Elements, the graph is
completely stored, and the graph will be analyzed with method1. Method 1 is similar to the
“Analyze graph model” process, except that member functions to generate C and D matrix is
included. The optimized “Analyze graph model” flow graph is shown in Figure 3-11.
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Figure 3- 11 Analysis method 1 in updated analysis process

It is clear to see from the flow graph that the first six steps of the analysis method 1 are
completely the same as the original analysis method. After the software successfully identify all
the state variables and input variables, it builds up the A and B matrix that defines the
combination of state variables and input variables to form the state equation as introduced in
Chapter 2. The added parts are four member functions included in
ElectricalNetworkStateSpaceModel algorithm class, which allowed the creating of C and

D matrix. As the mathematical derivation is specified in Section 2.3, each of the four added
function takes ¼ part of the C and D matrix to set up, following the matrix result in Chapter 2. In
each function, it follows a row by row checking logic to identify whether there are expected
output variables, state variables and input variables. Sometimes the circuit will not have all of
these variables, for example: if the circuit only contains a capacitor, the inductor tree or co-tree
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will be empty, then the second column of C matrix will not exist. Thus, according to the structure
of the circuit, C and D matrix can be very different. The “CV” matrices includes the part of C and
D matrix that defines all the voltage values in tree and co-tree structure, which are the equations
between row1 to row 6 in C matrices, and the “CI” matrices defines all the current values in the
tree and co-tree structure. Similar for “DV” and “DI”, they specify the voltage and current in
Dmatrices separately.
Another potential analysis method is conducted when there are switchable elements in the
circuit, which means the graph is not complete. Since every switchable element has two possible
different status, with n number of switchable elements in the circuit, there will be 2 ^ n possible
different combinations of these switchable elements. For each topology, every switchable element
will be pushed in with one specific status. Once the graph is full filled, it will go through analysis
method 1 for each topology. A flow process diagram is shown below:
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Figure 3- 12 Analysis method 2 in updated analysis process

The first step is to identify the number of switchable elements s in the circuit, by calling
the size of _Switchable_Elements. Once s is determined, the number of potential topologies
n will automatically equals 2 ^ s. In order to easily identify different topologies, a new structure
called Topology is defined for the ElectricalNetworkStateSpaceModel analysis
algorithm, which include an int type member parameter index and a vector<bool> type member
parameter _structure. The status of the switchable element is represented by a bool value.
When the switchable element is on, a bool value equals true is pushed into the Topology data
type; when the switchable element is off, a bool value equal false is pushed into Topology data
type. In the analysis method 2, a list of Topology data type called _topology_list is
defined with the size of n, which is the number of potential topologies. Setting up a for loop in
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the function to run through all possible combinations of different switchable components with
different status, and define a Topology object and pushed the object into _topology_list.
For each object of Topology type, all switchable components with a specific status will be
stored as a vector of bool values in the member parameter _structure. For instance, if we have
2 different switchable elements s1 and s2, they will have four different possible combinations:
s1

s2

on
off
on
off

on;
on;
off;
off;
For each topology, the status of s1 and s2 is pushed into the topology as bool values

according to its on/off status. Once the vector<bool> is defined, the index of each topology is
defined by making use of binary number. Taking the s1 and s2 case as the example, for the four
different topologies, there are four different combinations of statues. If on status is represented by
integer 1 and off status is represented by integer 0, the topology _structure can be represented
as a binary number:
11;
01;
10;
00;

Converting the binary number to the normal decimal number, it will become:
3;
1;
2;
0;
These numbers are the index of each topology. When pushing the Topology object into
the _topology_list, they will be pushed into the location with respect to their _index value.
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Once the _topology_list is set up, the analysis method will go through each
Topology in the list as shown in for loop 1, and check each element of the structure to pull

out the status of each switchable element in the specific topology as shown in for loop 2. After
that, it pushes the switchable element of a specific status into the graph. The design for pushing
the switchable elements with different status into the graph creatively makes use of replacement
of short and open circuit with 0-V voltage source and 0-A current source. In electronic circuit
analysis, it is common to replace deactivated voltage source with a short circuit, and a deactivated
current source with an open circuit. In this project, this replacement is performed reversely, as
class components for voltage and current source are already installed in the software and they can
be successfully integrated with the graph structure in the code. Therefore, when the switchable
element is on, it will be pushed in as a 0-V voltage source; when the switchable element is off, it
will be pushed in as a 0-A current source.
After all the switchable elements are pushed into the graph, the graph structure is
completely set up. Then it will run through the same process as analysis method 1, to generate A,
B, C and D matrix in the output file. As there are multiple different potential topologies, multiple
combination of state space model result equation will be demonstrated in the output file.

3.5 Control System Analysis Method
In the original software, the control system analysis algorithm is not included. However,
in order to apply the software for analysis on a full RLCM electronic circuit controlled by a
control system, the new analysis algorithm class is essential. The main purpose of control system
analysis process is to generate a state space model output matrix for the control system, which
can be utilized to set up switching surface matrix. As described in Section 2.1, switching surface
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is an important part of the output of this project to define the conditions when the electronic
circuit switches its topology.
The new analysis algorithm class defined for control system is called
ControlSystemStateSpaceModel. With this new analysis algorithm class, the software can

successfully take in an input file defined by users for a control system, and provide back with a
state space model matrix for electronic circuit to define the switching surface matrix. A similar
flow progress of analysis to the electronic circuit analysis process is performed on the control
system analysis, shown in figure 3-13:

Figure 3- 13 General flow diagram of control system analysis algorithm

At the beginning, users are required to define a ism file with specified format to describe the
control system that they want to analyze. This format is quite different from the format for the
electronic circuit definition, as all the control system blocks are connected through
SignalInputPort and SignalOutputPort as described in Section 3.2. In the user defined
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file, users need to describe all the blocks included in the control system, and define how they are
connected. To describe the block, users will always start to specify the type of the control system
blocks same as the type name defined for different blocks. Following that, they need to give
anidentification for the block. For example, to define an input block, the input file will look like:

InputBlock I1;

“InputBlock” specifies the block type, and “I1” serves as an identifier for this input block. To
describe the connection relationship for control system block, a single direction method is
applied. As for most of the blocks, they will only have one control system block connected to its
input port, but they are able to output to multiple different blocks. Thus, it is easier to define the
blocks connected to the input port of the blocks. Input block is a special type of block, as it serves
as the signal source in the control system, there will be no control system block connected to its
input port. Thus, the definition of input block will not include the part to specify which it is
connected to. For other blocks, the definition in the ism file will look like:

ControlSystemBlockType Identifier in (Identifier2);

Inside the parenthesis after “in”, users put the identifier of the block that is connected to the
defined block. For instance, if an input block “I1” is connected to an output block “O1”, the
definition of the output block will look like:
OutputBlock O1 in(I1);

Sum block is another special block that needs to be defined uniquely, as a sum block will
connect to multiple different blocks from the input port and a sign will be specified to define
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whether it performs addition or subtraction. For example, if a sum block is connected to two
input blocks, “I1” and “I2”, the definition in the ism file should look like:
Addition:
SumBlock

S1 in_1(I1) in_2(I2);

Subtraction:
SumBlock S1 in_1(I1) in_2(I2) in_2.sign(-1);

A sum block can have over 2 control system blocks connected to its input port. Following this
definition format, users can connect as many blocks as they need to sum block and specify the
sign for each of them.
In order to give a clear explanation of the format for users to define the control system, a
sample user-defined input file is generated for the control system below:

Figure 3- 14 Sample control system case

The definition in the user-defined file will look like:

InputBlock I1;
InputBlock I2;
SumBlock S1 in_1(I1) in_2(I2) in_2.sign(-1);
GainBlock G1 in(S1);
GainBlock G2 in(S1);
IntegratorBlock In1 in(G1);
SumBlock S2 in_1(In1) in_2(G2);
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OutputBlock O1 in(S2);

After users define the input file, the input file will be taken in by the software. The next
step is to create a new model object to store the information of the input file, so that the software
can make use of in the new step. The flow diagram for storing the input information is shown as
figure 3-15:

Figure 3- 15 The information retrieving process for control system

When the software takes in the user-defined input file, it will scan through to check if the format
meets with all the criteria. Misspelling of control system block type or invalid definition of
connection relationship will cause an exception warning for users to require them to redefine the
control system. If the input file meets with all the requirements, a task object will be created by
the software which includes all the information scanned from the input file. In the task object,
there will be different ControlSystemBlock type objects to represent all the control system
blocks in the input files, with the connection stored in its member parameter SignalInputPort
and SignalOutputPort.
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The next step after storing the input file information in the software is to set up the graph
for control system analysis algorithm. The graph type for control system is defined differently
from the graph type for electronic circuit. In electronic circuit, the nodes in the electronic circuit
consist of the graph nodes and the electronic element in between the electronic nodes consists of
the branch for the graph. For Control system, there is no electronic node. Instead, a class type
called ControlSystemNode is created to help definition of the graph nodes for control system.
In this step, a full graph is note created. Instead, a partial graph with only the nodes pushed into
the graph. The branch of the graph for control system is defined in the next step. The flow process
of definition of the partial graph is shown in figure 3-16:

Figure 3- 16 The process to set up graph in the software

As shown from the flow diagram, in ElectricalNetworkStateSpaceModelBuilder, a
control system analysis algorithm model ControlSystemStateSpaceModel is created from
the task object with all the input file information stored in. After that, the model will extract out
all the control system blocks out from the task object. There is a member function called add in
ControlSystemStateSpaceModel, which takes a ControlSystemBlock type object as an
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input argument to be pushed into the graph. In add function, for each control system block, there
will be a ControlSystemNode type object created accompany with it. The
ControlSystemNode type object defines the type of the node for different types of the control

system block. Generally, there are three special types of ControlSystemNode, which are
“root”, “fork” and “leaf”. Identification of different control system blocks in terms of different
types of nodes help to develop the analysis algorithm on the control system graph to generate the
state space model matrix. Thus, in the add function, the control system block is pushed in with
the ControlSystemNode created from it as a pair to define the node of the graph for control
system analysis. After all the control system blocks are added into the graph, the partially defined
graph is ready to be processed through the analysis function in
ControlSystemStateSpaceModel.

The flow process of the analysis performed by the analyze member function in
ControlSystemStateSpaceModel is demonstrated in figure 3-17:
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Figure 3- 17 The analysis function for the control system

With the partially defined graph from the previous step, the
ControlSystemStateSpaceModel calls its analysis function analyze to finish setting up the

full graph and generate a state space model matrix for the control system. The first step in the
analysis function is to build the edges for the graph in order to completely set the graph up. A
new class type called ControlSystemEdge is created to be pushed in as the edge of the graph.
Unlike the branches in the graph for electronic circuits, the edge of the graph for the control
system does not carry any physical value with it, but only defines the connection relationship
between the nodes in the graph, which in this case are the different control system blocks.
Direction of the edge is also specified to define whether the blocks are connected with each other
through input port or output port. If the block is connected to another block through input port,
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the direction will be specified as 1; if the block is connected to another block through output port,
the direction will be specified as -1.
After the build edge step, the graph is fully constructed. The next step is to classify the
nodes in the graph. As mentioned earlier, the graph node is made up of a pair of a control system
block and a ControlSystemNode type object. In the classify node step, the function will go
through all the nodes in the graph and check the type of the control system block for each node: if
it is a output block, the paired ControlSystemNode will be set as a “root” and the graph node
will be pushed into a member parameter called _roots; if it is a input block, the paired
ControlSystemNode will be set as a “leaf”; if it is a sum block, the paired
ControlSystemNode will be set as a “fork”; if it is other type of block, the
ControlSystemNode will remain with its default value. Integrator block is a special type of

control system block, as it is the state variable in the control system. If an integrator block is
identified in the classify step, while the paired ControlSystemNode will remain default, the
graph node will be stored in a member parameter called _state_variable that will be used in
the future step. The important purpose to classify nodes in the graph is to help identify the
different type of control system blocks in order to perform different calculation method for them
to generate the state space model matrix.
The next two steps are constructing the input matrix and constructing the output matrix,
which defines the input variable matrix, output variable matrix and state variable matrix. The
input variables u in the control system are the input blocks, and the output variables y in the
control system are the output blocks. x for control system are the integrator blocks. The state
space model matrix result should include two equations:
̇
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Since the control system is usually not too complex, the two equations for control system is
output together as one big equation:

̇
[ ]

(3-1)
(3-2)
(3-3)

The constructing input matrix list out all the identifiers of input blocks to demonstrate input
variables u. The constructing output matrix list out all the identifiers for output blocks and
integrator blocks to demonstrate the combined output matrix:
̇
[ ]
The last step in the analysis process is to construct the E and F matrix for the control
system. Before explanation of how this step works, it is important to understand how to generate
a state space model matrix for control system manually. The analysis process will be introduced
by using the control system in figure 3-14 as an example.

Figure 3- 14 Sample control system case

To start the analysis process, it is important to find out what are the input variables, output
variables and state variables. For this example, the input variables are I1 and I2, the output
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variable is O1, and the state variable is In1. Then the next step is to go through all the output
variables and find out an equation that expresses each output variable with a combination of input
variables and state variables. Since signal flow process for a control system without a loop is
always in one direction, the relationship between the output blocks and the combination of input
blocks and integral blocks could be easily tracked step by step backward from the output block.
Taking this control system block as an example, the output block O1 is the output of the sum
block S2, thus an equation can be easily set up as:

O1 = S2.output = In1 + G2.output

(3-4)

Since ln1 is the state variable, so it is expected to be kept. The gain block G2 is neither a state
variable nor an input variable. Thus, it needs to be broken done further. Since G2 is connected to
the output port of the sum block S1, the input of G2 is equal to the output of S1, where we have:

G2.input = S1.output = I1 – I2

(3-5)

G2.output = G2.input * gain2

(3-6)

Thus plug the two equations back to the equation 3-4, the relationship between the output block
and the combination of input variables and state variables is defined as:

O1 = In1 + (I1-I2)*gain2 = In1+gain2*I1 - gain2*I2

(3-7)

A similar process can also be performed to set up the state equation for each state variable. In this
case:

In1 = (I1-I2)*gain1=gain1* I1-gain1*I2

(3-8)

Combining equation 3-7 and 3-8 together, the state space model matrix result is demonstrated as
following:

[

̇

]

[ ]

[

][ ]

(3-9)
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E=[ ]
F=[

(3-10)
]

(3-11)

Compared to the generation of state space model matrix for electronic circuit, the process
to generate state space model matrix for control system is more concise and simplified. The last
step, constructing body matrix follows the process above to generate E and F matrix. The member
function construct_body_matrix performs this step, by taking the list of graph nodes,
_roots and the whole graph as input arguments. The graph nodes in the _roots list, as

specified in classify node step, contains all the output blocks. The function will start to track back
from each _roots node to ask for a string output that represents the symbolic format of the
signal output from the connected previous node. If the graph node is not a “leaf” node or a state
variable, it will ask for a string output from the previous block that connects to it. If the graph
node is a “fork”, which means sum block is contained in the node, it will ask for all the string
output from the nodes that it is connected to, and add all the string output from the previous nodes
up as the output of the “fork” node. This process will be continued until a “leaf” node or a state
variable is found. After going through the _roots graph node list, the function will go through
the entire state variable node in _state_variables. Similar process will be performed until it
reaches a “leaf” or a state variable. After these two processes, the function can generate two
vectors of strings to represent E and F matrix.

3.6 Combined Analysis on RLCM Electronic Circuit
Controlled by a Control System
In Section 3.4 and 3.5, a detailed introduction is given on the separate analysis process
for electronic circuit and control system. The ultimate goal of this project is to make the software
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eligible to perform an analysis on one simple comprehensive electronic network test case, as
described in Section 2.2. Thus, the analysis process is optimized to allow software to conduct
analysis for both of the network simultaneously, and generate the switching surface with respect
to the connection between them. A list of specific parts that are optimized for the analysis process
is shown as following:
1. Control system component class should include comparator in the control system,
which is connected to the electronic circuit directly.
2. The user-defined netlist should include information of both the electronic circuit and
control system, while it also defines the connection between the two systems.
3. Electronic circuit analysis process should add a process to identify the information of
the control system connected to it.
4. Electronic circuit analysis process should include the process to generate switching
surface.
In RLCM circuit, a control system is connected to an electronic circuit through a
comparator block, which selects one of the two signals connected to it that goes higher than the
other. The comparator is connected to the switch in an electronic circuit to control its status. This
is significant to generate a complete switching surface for the combined network, as the signal
selected by the comparator will determine

and

in the switching surface matrix as

described in Section 2.5.
Defining comparator block in the software is similar to define a sum block, where both of
them will have multiple input ports that can connect to more than one control system block.
However, the output of a comparator block is switchable, which will be the selected signal
connected to it. Therefore, a _status parameter is included in the Comparator to identify
which signal is selected as the output.
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To meet with requirement 2 in the list, a SignalOutputPort is added to the Switch
class, which allows the users to define the connection between the switch in the electronic circuit
to a control system block. In this case, the control system block will be the comparator block.
Definition of the electronic circuit and control system to the netlist in the input file is the same as
described in the previous sections, except the definition of the comparator block, which looks like:
ComparatorBlock Cp1 in_1(Signal 1) in_2(Signal 2) in_3(Switch);

The difference occurs at the last part of the definition, where “in_3” defines the switch that the
comparator is connected to. When the input file that contains the information of the combined
network is pushed into the software, while the software is still able to identify the component
information of both systems, it is also eligible to find out how the two system is connected
together.
Another member function called get_output is included in the Switch which can be
called to find out the information of the comparator connected to it. The comparator will provide
the state space model matrix result of the control system back to the switch. With respect to the
state space matrix result from the control system and the status of the switch,

and

can

be determined. However, in this project, as the control system in the ultimate test case only
includes a comparator connected to a triangular clock signal block and a constant input block,
instead of providing back a state matrix result, the comparator will directly provide, the
comparator only provides a bool value called Clock_Constant to identify that the comparator
is connected to signal block and a input block. The switch will be turned on when the clock signal
block becomes higher than the constant input block, and will be turned off when the constant
input block is higher than the clock signal. The design here is simplified to the final test case
only, and it provides two different possible results for

and

when switch is on and off.

For the last requirement, a Change is made to the last step of the analysis for the
electronic circuit, when the software is generating the output file. This step is accomplished by a
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member function in ElectricalNetworkStateSpaceModel, which originally only generates
vectors for state variables, input variables and output variables, as well as A, B, C and D matrix.
In the new member function, another function called switch_surface is created to generate the
switching surface for the combined circuit. As described above,

and

is already

developed by tracing back the information of the control system connected to the switch. In this
project, except the switch controlled by the control system, another component that can
determines the topology of the network is the diode. switch_suface catches the specific rows
of C and D matrix that represent the output equations of the voltage or current value of the diode
to define

and

in the switching surface matrix, which specifies the affection of the state

variables and input variables in the electronic circuit to the diode.
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Chapter 4
Test Cases
The design of the software tool follows an easy to complex path to improve the
compatibility of the tool and different electronic network network. At each stage, appropriate
number of careful designed cases has been applied to evaluate the functionality of the software
tool. These cases cover all the variations and different situations at each stage to assure the
reliability of the function of the software tool. In this chapter, there will be demonstration of
typical test cases to evaluate different functionality of the software. All the demonstration of the
test result is checked against the result from manual analysis to assure the accuracy of the
performance. Test cases are generated separately for electrical circuit analysis and control system
analysis, to show that the software could successfully perform analysis on both systems. At the
end of the chapter, the output result generated by the software will be demonstrated to prove the
accomplishment of the goal of this project.

4.1 Electrical Circuit
There are two different test cases shown in this section. One is a buck converter circuit
that is formed without switchable elements, the other is the one include the switchable elements.
The first test case evaluates the performance of the original software, which does not include
switchable elements. The second test case evaluates the validity of the updated software, which is
expanded to include the switchable electronic component classes and optimized analysis
algorithm. As they are electronic circuit only test cases, switching surface matrix is not included
in the output file.
Test Case 4.1-1
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Electronic Circuit for Test Case 4.1-1:

Figure 4- 1 Test case 4.1-1 for electronic circuit

Output MATLAB File for Test Case 4.1-1:
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%% Test
syms C1
A_all =
B_all =

Case 1
L1 R1 R2 V1 real
cell(1,1);
cell(1,1);

%% Submodel 0
%{
x = ...
[
v_C1
i_L1
]
%}
M0 = ...
[
C1 0
0 L1
]
A0 = ...
[
(-(1/R2)) (--1)
-1 ((-(-1*(1/(1/R1))))*-1)
]
B0 = ...
[
0
1
]
M0inv = simple(inv(M0))
A_all{1} = M0inv*A0
B_all{1} = M0inv*B0

As can be seen from the output file, the state variable matrix is demonstrated as x. A and
B matrix corresponding to the state equation is also performed. The symbolic result in the matrix
is still not simplified. However, after simplification, it can be seen that the result meet with the
result derived manually. C and D matrix is not demonstrated in the output file, as the C and D
matrix derived in this project is only for the targeted test circuit. The C and D construction
function in the software currently is unable to form a general format of C and D matrix for all
different electronic circuits.
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Test Case 4.1-2
Electronic Circuit for Test Case 4.1-2:

Figure 4- 2 Test case 4.1-2 for electronic circuit

Output MATLAB File for Test Case 4.1-2:
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%%Test Case 2
syms C1 L1 R1 V1 real
M = 4;
A_all = cell(M, 1);
B_all = cell(M, 1);
%% Submodel 1
%{
x = ...
[
v_C1
]
%}
M0 = ...
[
C1
]
A0 = ...
[
(-(1/R1))
]
B0 = ...
[
0 (--1)
]

(--1)

M0inv = simple(inv(M0))
A_all{1} = M0inv*A0
B_all{1} = M0inv*B0
Switch to:
Topology1
Topology2
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%% Submodel 2
%{
x = ...
[
v_C1
i_L1
]
%}
M0 = ...
[
C1 0
0 L1
]
A0 = ...
[
(-(1/R1))
-1 0
]

(--1)

B0 = ...
[
0 0 0
0 -1 0
]
M0inv = simple(inv(M0))
A_all{2} = M0inv*A0
B_all{2} = M0inv*B0
Switch to:
Topology0
Topology3
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%% Submodel 3
%{
x = ...
[
v_C1
i_L1
]
%}
M0 = ...
[
C1 0
0 L1
]
A0 = ...
[
(-(1/R1))
-1 0
]

(--1)

B0 = ...
[
0 0 0
-1 1 0
]
M0inv = simple(inv(M0))
A_all{3} = M0inv*A0
B_all{3} = M0inv*B0
Switch to:
Topology3
Topology0
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%% Submodel 4
%{
x = ...
[
v_C1
i_L1
]
%}
M0 = ...
[
C1 0
0 L1
]
A0 = ...
[
(-(1/R1))
-1 0
]

(--1)

B0 = ...
[
0 0
-1 0
]
M0inv = simple(inv(M0))
A_all{4} = M0inv*A0
B_all{4} = M0inv*B0
Switch to:
Topology2
Topology1

From the output file it can be seen that there are four different State Space Model Matrix
result for four different topologies. When Switch and Diodes are at different on/off status, they
will affect the state space model matrix result. At the bottom for each topology, there is a list of
topologies that the current topology can switch to by converting the status of one of the
switchable elements.
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4.2 Control System Diagram
The test cases for analysis performance on control system diagram follow a easy to
complex path, to prove that all the control system block component class type is developed with
correct functionality. In addition, they also evaluate the accuracy and effectiveness of the new
analysis algorithm for control system. As the state space model is not part of the output file that is
required by users. The demonstration of the state space model equation for control system occurs
on the C++ command window, and a screen shot of the corresponding command window for each
test case is attached to show the analysis result.
Test Case 4.2-1
Test case 4.2-1 is a control system that only includes an input block and an output block.
This test case is going to evaluate whether input block and output block component class perform
appropriately.
Control System Diagram for Test Case 4.2-1:

Figure 4- 3 Test case 4.2-1 for control system

Output Command Window Screen Shot for Test Case 4.2-1:
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The input matrix is:
[
I1
]
The output matrix is:
[
O1
]
F0 =
[
1
]
E0 =
[
]

As can be seen from the command window, correct input and output matrix is demonstrated. The
F0 matrix shows that O1 = 1*I1, which is correct for the analysis result of this control system.
Test Case 4.2-2
The test case 4.2-2 is a control system block that includes an input block, a gain block
and an output block. With the test result from test case 1, it is clear that input block and output
block works appropriately with the software analysis algorithm and output an accurate state space
output model result. Test case 4.2-2 is created to evaluate the functionality of gain block, and the
accuracy of analysis result when gain block is pushed in.
Control System Diagram for Test Case 4.2-2:

Figure 4- 4 Test case 4.2-2 for control system

Output Command Window Screen Shot for Test Case 4.2-2:
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The input matrix is:
[
I1
]
The output matrix is:
[
O1
]
F0 =
[
1*G1
]
E0 =
[
]

As can be seen from the command window, the F matrix is [

], which matches the result

derived manually. Thus, it proves that the Gain Block class type is correctly developed for the
software, and the analysis algorithm can accurately provide the correct result when gain blocks
are included in the control system.
Test Case 4.2-3
In test case 4.2-3, there is a control system that includes input blocks, output blocks, gain
blocks and a sum block. From the previous test cases, it is proved that input blocks, output blocks
and gain blocks worked with the software appropriately. Test case 3 is designed to evaluate the
functionality of sum block, and the accuracy of the analysis algorithm when sum block is
included in the control system. There are two parts for test case 3. The first one evaluates the
functionality of sum block performing addition, and the second one evaluates the functionality of
sum block when performing subtraction. The two different parts assure the sign of the sum block
can be appropriately taken care of by the software.
Control System Diagram for Test Case 4.2-3:
Part 1
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Figure 4- 5 Test case 4.2-3(part1) for control system

Part 2

Figure 4- 6 Test case 4.2-3(part2) for control system

Output Command Window Screen Shot for Test Case 4.2-3:
Part 1
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The input matrix is:
[
I1
I2
]
The output matrix is:
[
O1
]
F0 =
[
1*G1 -1*G1
]
E0 =
[
]

Part 2
The input matrix is:
[
I1
I2
]
The output matrix is:
[
O1
]
F0 =
[
1*G1 1*G1
]
E0 =
[
]

In the command window for Part 1:
[

];

In the command window for Part 2:
[

];

This matrix results meet with the result derived manually for this control system. This
proves the appropriateness of the development of sum block component class in the software. It
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also shows that the analysis algorithm provide accurate result for control system including
sumblock.
Test 4.2-4
In test case 4.2-4, a complete control system include input blocks, output blocks, sum
blocks, integrator blocks and gain blocks. Test case 4 is designed to evaluate the functionality of
the integrator blocks and whether the analysis algorithm can generate appropriate E matrix for
state variables.
Control System Diagram for Test Case 4.2-4:

Figure 4- 7 Test case 4.2-4 for control system

Output Command Window Screen Shot for Test Case 4.2-4:
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The input matrix is:
[
I1
I2
]
The output matrix is:
[
O1
O2
d(In1)
]
F0 =
[
1*G1 1*G1
1 1
]
E0 =
[
1
]

As can be seen in the command window, the output matrix include the integrator block identifier
as part of the output matrix, which is the same as specified in Section 3.4. The F0 and E0 matrix
demonstrated in the command window as:
[

];

[ ];
Both E0 and F0 matrix meet with the manually analysis result. This test case proves the
appropriate development of integrator block in the class and the effective functionality of the
analysis algorithm to generate both E and F matrix for state space model.

4.3 Combined System with Electrical Circuit and Control
System

A successful generation of an accurate result for this test case is the ultimate goal for this
project as described in Section 2.2. A manually derived result is demonstrated in Section 2.2,
which can be used to compare with the MATLAB result generated as following.
Electrical Circuit for Test Case 4.3-1:

Figure 4- 8 Test case 4.3-1 for a combined electronic network

Output MATLAB File for Test Case 4.3-1:
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syms C1 L1 R1 V1 real

M = 4;
A_all = cell(M, 1);
B_all = cell(M, 1);
%% Submodel 1
%{
x = ...
[
v_C1
]
%}

%{
u = ...
[
v_V1
i_ID1
i_IS1
]
%}

%{
yv = ...
[
v_V1
v_C1
v_L1
v_ID1
v_IS1
]
%}

%{
yi = ...
[
i_V1
i_L1
i_ID1
i_IS1
]
%}
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M0 = ...
[
C1
]
A0 = ...
[
(-(1/R1))
]

B0 = ...
[
0 (--1)
]

C0_V = ...
[
0
1
0
-1
-1
]
C0_I=
[
0
0
0
0
]

...

D0_V = ...
[
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
]
D0_I = ...
[
0 0 (-1)
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
]

(--1)
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M0inv = simple(inv(M0))
A_all{1} = M0inv*A0
B_all{1} = M0inv*B0
Switch to:
Topology1
Topology2
si_x {1} = ...
[
0
]
si_u {1} = ...
[
0
]
si_d {1} = -1
si_c {1} = 1
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%% Submodel 2
%{
x = ...
[
v_C1
i_L1
]
%}

%{
u = ...
[
v_VD1
v_V1
i_IS1
]
%}

%{
yv = ...
[
v_VD1
v_V1
v_C1
v_IS1
v_L1
]
%}

%{
yi = ...
[
i_VD1
i_V1
i_IS1
i_L1
]
%}
M0 = ...
[
C1 0
0 L1
]
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A0 = ...
[
(-(1/R1))
-1 0
]

B0 = ...
[
0 0 0
-1 0 0
]

C0_V = ...
[
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
-1 0
]
C0_I= ...
[
0 (--1)
0 0
0 0
0 1
]
D0_V = ...
[
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
1 1 0
0 0 0
]
D0_I = ...
[
0 0 (-1)
0 0 (-1)
0 0 1
0 0 0
]

(--1)
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M0inv = simple(inv(M0))
A_all{2} = M0inv*A0
B_all{2} = M0inv*B0
Switch to:
Topology0
Topology3
si_x {2} = ...
[
0 (--1)
]
si_u {2} = ...
[
0
]
si_d {2} = -1
si_c {2} = 1
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%% Submodel 3
%{
x = ...
[
v_C1
i_L1
]
%}

%{
u = ...
[
v_VS1
v_V1
i_ID1
]
%}

%{
yv = ...
[
v_VS1
v_V1
v_C1
v_ID1
v_L1
]
%}

%{
yi = ...
[
i_VS1
i_V1
i_ID1
i_L1
]
%}
M0 = ...
[
C1 0
0 L1
]
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A0 = ...
[
(-(1/R1))
-1 0
]

B0 = ...
[
0 0 0
-1 1 0
]

(--1)

C0_V = ...
[
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
-1 0
]
C0_I= ...
[
0 (--1)
0 (-1)
0 0
0 1
]
D0_V = ...
[
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
1 -1 0
0 0 0
]
D0_I = ...
[
0 0 (-1)
0 0 (--1)
0 0 1
0 0 0
]
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M0inv = simple(inv(M0))
A_all{3} = M0inv*A0
B_all{3} = M0inv*B0
Switch to:
Topology3
Topology0
si_x {3} = ...
[
0 0
]
si_u {3} = ...
[
0
]
si_d {3} = -1
si_c {3} = D
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%% Submodel 4
%{
x = ...
[
v_C1
i_L1
]
%}

%{
u = ...
[
v_VD1
v_V1
]
%}

%{
yv = ...
[
v_VD1
v_V1
v_C1
v_L1
]
%}

%{
yi = ...
[
i_VD1
i_V1
i_L1
]
%}
M0 = ...
[
C1 0
0 L1
]
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A0 = ...
[
(-(1/R1))
-1 0
]

B0 = ...
[
0 0
-1 0
]

C0_V = ...
[
0 0
0 0
1 0
-1 0
]
C0_I= ...
[
0 (--1)
0 0
0 1
]
D0_V = ...
[
1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
]
D0_I = ...
[
0 0
0 0
0 0
]

(--1)
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M0inv = simple(inv(M0))
A_all{4} = M0inv*A0
B_all{4} = M0inv*B0
Switch to:
Topology2
Topology1
si_x {4} = ...
[
0 (--1)
]
si_u {4} = ...
[
0
]
si_d {4} = -1
si_c {4} = D

Comparing the test result with the manually derived result in Section 2.2, it looks quite
different due to two reasons:
1. The software does not simply the equation, where it kept all the symbols and signs with it.
2. For some of the topologies, there shouldn’t be a relevant GSSM result if derived
manually. However, as software takes diode and switch in as 0-v voltage resource and 0A current resource, it will generate a format of GSSM for all the topologies.
Taking a few steps further to simplify the generated result, it can be seen that the test case provide
an accurate result same as the one derived in Section 2.2.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
Conclusion
The research project successfully accomplishes the majority of design goals as specified
in the original proposal to develop a symbolic expression for analysis on stability of a power
converter circuit system consisting of an electronic circuit controlled by a control system. The test
result on the designed test circuit is well-organized and accurate to meet with the requirements of
a state space model matrix equation that can be applied to Stanislav G. Kriventsov’s non-linear
analysis method on dynamic electronic system. Since Kriventsov’s method is also available to be
developed into a computer program, the MATLAB output file generated by this project can directly
applied to serve as an input file for the computer program conducting Krivetsov’s analysis
algorithm. With this developed research project, analysis with GSSM on RLCM electronic
network is no longer a time consuming process even when it comes to a large-scale and complex
circuit case.
The accomplishment of this research is based on achievement of the project milestones,
including optimization of electronic circuit analysis algorithm, design of control system analysis
algorithm and combination of the two analysis process. Expansion of the electronic component
class and optimization of circuit analysis algorithm allows the software to deal with more
complex electronic circuit which includes switchable elements. Design of control system analysis
from a different view allows the software to generate state space model matrix for control system
with fundamental type of control system blocks included. The generated state space model matrix
is applied to the switchable elements in electronic circuit to control their switching status. Last,
the project successfully joins the effort on the analysis algorithm for the two different systems
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together to provide a full result on the output MATLAB file, including a full state space model
matrix and switching surface matrix for all potential topologies.

Future Work
While the current software successfully generate a full GSSM result for the designed test
case, it is expected to generate a full GSSM results for all different kinds of electronic network
that both includes an electronic circuit connected to a control flow diagram. The current software
is well designed to deal with various electronic circuits and control system separately, and can
generate state space model matrix for both of them. Improvement needs to be added to the
combined analysis process, so that both of the state space model results can work together to
generate a switching surface for a combined network. Some of the design of the steps in the
analysis process in the software is simplified to deal with the final test case. However, in order to
work with unknown circuit cases provide by users, those steps needs to be redesigned to be more
flexible and accurate for all different kinds of situations. It is also good to make the software
capable of simplifying the symbolic result to make it easier to be understood by users. Once all of
the above changes are accomplished, future developers can include more component classes and
analysis algorithm for both control system and electronic system, to improve the complexity of
the network that the software can deal with. A list of specific tasks that can be done in the future
to achieve all the improvement mentioned above is shown as following;
1. Derive an accurate C and D matrix based on the state space model method in
Computer-sided analysis of Electronic Circuits, and redesign the function in the
software to generate the accurate result of C and D matrix for all cases that can be
developed from the included components.
2. Redesign the process to track the information of the control system connected to the
switches, where a state space model matrix result for control system should be caught
and kept in the switch.
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3. With the help of 1 and 2, the function to generate switching surface should be
optimized to generate accurate switching surface for all different cases that can be
developed from the included components.
4. Add a function in the software to simplify the symbolic GSSM result to make it clean
and precise, so that users can easily understand.
5. Improve the control system analysis algorithm, so that the state space model result
can be generated for a control system that has a look
6. Improve the combined analysis algorithm, so that the electronic network that includes
a loop feed-back between its electronic circuit and control system can be dealt with
by the software.
7. Include more component classes to improve the capability of the software for the
electronic network with higher complexity.
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Appendix A
Graph Definitions
A graph G is described mathematically as being comprised of two related sets:


A finite nonempty set V(G) of objects, each of which is called a vertex or node.



A possibly empty set E(G) of 2-element subsets of V(G), each of which is called an edge,
branch, or arc.

Every graph has a diagram associated with it:


Each vertex is shown as a small circle.



Each edge is shown as a line or arc that connects the two vertices with which it is
associated.

Let G be a graph and e = {u, v} be an edge of G, then


e could just as easily have been written e = {v, u}



u and v are each said to be an endpoint of e



u and v are said to be adjacent in G



e is said to join u and v



e is said to be incident to u and incident to v

A multigraph may contain more than one edge that is adjacent to the same pair of vertices.


Strictly speaking, a graph may not contain more than one edge that is adjacent to the
same pair of vertices.



Two or more edges that are adjacent to the same pair of vertices are called parallel edges.

The order of a graph G is the number of vertices in G or |V(G)|.
The size of a graph G is the number of edges in G or |E(G)|.
The degree of a vertex v of a graph G is the number vertices that are adjacent to v.


For a true graph (as opposed to a multigraph), this is the same as the number of edges that
are incident to v.



The neighborhood N(v) of vertex v is defined as: N(v) = {u

V(G) | {u,v} E(G)}
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Path: An ordered set of edges {e1, e2, …, eK} in a graph G is called a path between two vertices
u and v, if all of the following are true:


Consecutive edges ek and ek+1 always have a common endpoint.



No vertex in G is the endpoint of more than two edges in the set.



u is the endpoint of exactly one edge in the set, and so is v.

Connected graph: A graph G is said to be connected, if there exists a path between any two
vertices of the graph.
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Appendix B
State-Space Modeling of RLCM Networks
This appendix gives the derivation of state-space analysis method in [Chua1975].
Two assumptions are made in the state-space analysis of any RLCM network:


There are no loops consisting of independent voltage sources only.



There are no cutsets consisting of independent current sources only.

If either of these assumptions is violated, the network has no unique solution. Based on these
assumptions, a normal tree or a proper tree can be constructed to contain the following:


all independent voltage sources.



no independent current sources.



as many capacitors as possible.



as few inductors as possible.

If the subscript  is used to denote elements of the normal tree and  is used to denote links of
the corresponding co-tree, then the network branch voltages and branch currents may be
partitioned as follows:

v  v E

v C

v R

v L

i  i E i C i R i L i J

v J
i L

v L

v C 

T

v R

i R

i C 

T

(B-1)
(B-2)

The topology of the network can then be described using the fundamental cut set matrix D, which
corresponds to the generalized form of KCL, and the fundamental loop matrix B, which
corresponds to the generalized form of KVL:

0
0 F11 F12
1E  0
 0 1
0
0 F21 F22
C
Di  
 0
0 1R 0 F31 F32

0
0 1L F41 F42
 0

F13
F23
F33
0

F14 
F24 
i0
0

0

(B-3)
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 F11T
 T
F
Bv   12T
 F13
 T
 F14

F21T
F22T
F23T

F31T
F32T
F33T

F24T

0

F41T 1J
F42T 0
0
0
0

0
1L
0

0
0
1R

0

0

0



v 0


1C 
0
0
0

(B-4)

The i-v characteristics for the RLCM elements of the network are described as:

R : v R  Ri R or i R  Gv R

(B-5)

d
vC
dt

(B-6)

C : iC  C

 v  L
LM :  L1    1
 v L2   M

M  d i L1 
L 2  dt i L2 

(B-7)

All of these equations, (B-3) to (B-7), constitute the original network equations for the RLCM
network as a system of DAEs. [Chua1975] proposed a 5 step state-space analysis method that
can reduce the DAEs to a normal form state-space model:

x  Ax  Bu  B 1u

(B-8)

Step 1: From the topology equations:

i C  F21i J  F22i L  F23i R  F24i C
T
T
T
v L  F12T v E  F22
v C  F32
v R  F42
v L

(B-9)
(B-10)

Step 2: Also from the topology equations:

i L  F41i J  F42i L

(B-11)

T
v C  F14T v E  F24
v C

(B-12)

Step 3: Substitute the inductors’ characteristic equations into the topology equation:

d
d
(F41i J  F42i L )  L  i L
dt
dt
d
d
 L F41 i J  (L   L F42 ) i L
dt
dt

v L  L 

(B-13)
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Similarly, substitute the capacitor’s characteristic equations into the topology equation:

i C  C

d
d
T d
v C  C F14T v E  C F24
v C
dt
dt
dt

(B-14)

Step 4: Express v R in terms of ( v E , v C , i J , i L ) , and do the same for i R .
From the topology equations:

i R  F31i J  F32i L  F33i R

(B-15)

T
T
v R  F13T v E  F23
v C  F33
v R

(B-16)

Substitute the resistor’s characteristic equations:
T
T
i R  G  v R  F31i J  F32i L  F33G  (F13T v E  F23
v C  F33
v R )

(B-17)

T
G  G   F33G  F33

(B-18)

T
v R  G 1 (F31i J  F32i L  F33G  F13T v E  F33G  F23
v C )

(B-19)

Define:

Then:

Similarly:
T
T
v R  R  iR  F13T v E  F23
v C  F33
R  (F31i J  F32i L  F33i R )

(B-20)

T
R  R   F33
R F33

(B-21)

T
T
T
i R  R 1 (F13T v E  F23
v C  F33
R F31i J  F33
R F32i L )

(B-22)

Define:

Then:

Step 5: Final substitution
According to the capacitor and inductor’s characteristic equations:
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C

d
v C  F21i J  F22i L  F23i R  F24i C
dt

L 

d
d
d
T
T
T
i L  F12T v E  F22
v C  F32
v R  F42
vL  L LF41 i J  L F42 i L (B-24)
dt
dt
dt

(B-23)

Substitute the expressions for v L and i C , i.e., equations (B-13) and (B-14), into the above two
equations:

C

d
d
T d
v C  F21i J  F22i L  F23i R  F24C F14T v E  F24C F24
v C (B-25)
dt
dt
dt

L 

d
d
T
T
T
i L  F12T v E  F22
v C  F32
v R  (F42
L   L  )F41 i J
dt
dt
d
T
 (F42
(L   L F42 )  L F42 ) i L
dt

(B-26)

After substitute the expression for i R and v R (equations (B-19) and (B-22)) into the above two
equations, the state space form can be given symbolically:

M(0)

M

A

B

(0)

(0)

(0)

v
v
v
d  vC 
(0)  C 
(0)  E 
(0) d  E 

A

B

B
1
i 




i 
dt  i L 
dt  i J 
 L 
 J 

(B-27)

C  F24C F24T

0


(B-28)



 L  F42T L  L F42  F42T LF42 
0


F23 R 1F23T

 F22T  F32T G 1F33G F23T 


 F

 F23 R 1F33T R F32  


F32T G 1F32


(B-29)


F23 R 1F13T

 F12T  F32T G 1F33G F13T 


 F

 F23 R 1F33T R F31  


F32T G 1F31


(B-30)

 F C F14T
B1(0)   24
0


22

21



F L F41  L F41 
0

T
42

(B-31)

where
T
R  R  F33
R F33

(B-32)
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T
G  G   F33G F33

The M (0) matrix is nonsingular as long as both of the following are true [Thottuvelil1991]
Both the C  and C  matrices are positive definite

L 
 L 

The matrix 

L  
is positive definite
L  

Moreover, capacitors and inductors are decoupled in the M (0) matrix.

(B-33)
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Appendix C
Netlist for Test Cases
Test Case 4.1-1
Node a;
Node b;
Node c;
Node gnd;
VoltageSource V1 node1(a) node2(gnd);
Resistor R1 node1(a) node2(b);
Inductor L1 node1(b) node2(c) l(1);
Capacitor C1 node1(c) node2(gnd) c(0.25);
Resistor R1 node1(c) node2(gnd) r(1);

Test Case 4.1-2
Node a;
Node b;
Node c;
Node gnd;
VoltageSource V1 node1(a) node2(gnd);
Switch S1 node1(a) node2(b);
Diode D1 node1(gnd) node2(b);
Inductor L1 node1(b) node2(c) l(1);
Capacitor C1 node1(c) node2(gnd) c(0.25);
Resistor R1 node1(c) node2(gnd) r(1);
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Test Case 4.2-1
InputBlock I1;
OutputBlock O1 in(I1);

Test Case 4.2-2
InputBlock I1;
GainBlock G1 in(I1);
OutputBlock O1 in(G1);

Test Case 4.2-3 (part 1)
InputBlock I1;
InputBlock I2;
SumBlock S1 in_1(I1) in_2(I2) in_2.sign(-1);
GainBlock G1 in(S1);
OutputBlock O1 in(G1);

Test Case 4.2-3 (part 2)
InputBlock I1;
InputBlock I2;
SumBlock S1 in_1(I1) in_2(I2);
GainBlock G1 in(S1);
OutputBlock O1 in(G1);

Test Case 4.3-1
Node a;
Node b;
Node c;
Node gnd;
VoltageSource V1 node1(a) node2(gnd);
Switch S1 node1(a) node2(b);
Diode D1 node1(gnd) node2(b);
Inductor L1 node1(b) node2(c) l(1);
Capacitor C1 node1(c) node2(gnd) c(0.25);
Resistor R1 node1(c) node2(gnd) r(1);
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InputBlock I1;
SignalBlock Sig1;
Comparator Cp1 in_1(I1) in_2(Sig1) in_3(S1);
OutputBlock O1 in(Cp1);
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